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ABSTRACT

Development is characterized by Urbanization. New'
setflements grow either as enlargements of'existing ones or as new
population concentrations. Three periods may be distinguished in the
growth of a settlement: (1) the wild period,of first settling, (2)
the consolidation period, and (3). the stabilized society. The number
of school-aged.children per population is greater in the wild and the
conAolidation periods than in the stabilized society. Therefore, the
basic need for schools in the ftiture fully developed society must be
discussed while the school buining program is.still on paper. School
_planning authorities should base their decisions on (1) integrated.
statistics and'forecasts,'(2) educational output requirements, and
(3) long-term economic feasibility assessments. In connection 'with
-02e progra?ming of actual schools to be balk., planners must know:
.economic.plan, and (3) plan of
(1) program of reqhirements,
actione Sehool building depends on ihe supply-possibilities of
,building materialN and the manufacturing,of suitable compekents from.
inAigenods raw miterials. (Author/MLF)
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4. School planning in the modern sector

4

Development

In a developing country modern education may increase with the
increase sir .the active population. It is assumed here.compare Part 1) that the
m. rn school system Of the country will be dimension'ed for an annual intake of
0 children per ten thousand active population. (age 15-64). Ultimately this
number (220-per year) will comprise all the children and the society will be fully
developed.

Modern education asks for a development producing sufficient teachers,
equipment and schoolbuildi
With the target of development defined in the
modern educational system as abbve, such development may be feasible, including. teachers' training, equ pment supply and school building. It will, of
course, require integrated planning, based on national research efforts; much of
what the OECD advises its Member-states to observe concerning these requirements' is applicable also to the early stages of development. These, however, are
partlydifferent from later stages. Even in the modem sector not only do national
peculiarities have to'be carefully taken into account, but also the general obstacles
to be surmounted in the beginning of modernization. Some of theic are pointed
out in the following sections, but no country can base its development programme

only on advise. Development mustigrow .out of the nation's own prevailing
conditions, the ICS is prepared to assist Governments in 'their efforts to achieve
the integrated planning which can make their education programme a Success.

The school and thaUrban Development There is a feature of development
which warrants specific attention
Development, as .known today, is characterized by urbanization. New settlements grow tither as edllargements of existing ones or as new population concentrations. Modern educational problems are in the early development stages most
critical in the rapidly-growing settlements.
Schools may be constructed as settlements grow. Rapidly-growing settlements,

however, have a tendency to attract men and women in their settling ages.
Consequently many children are born when the settlement is taking shape and
the population of the settlement may develop as illustrated in Figure 5.
Each. settlement has its own special and internal structure and schoolplaAing
will have to be adapted to that structure. This fact may be a reminder of planning
interdependence.

Authorities guiding the Settlement development in rapidly-developing nations

should be aware of the practically insurmountable difficulties which school
planning authorities may hove to face if there was no integrated, cohesive planning
when the settlements, grew up, The number of children asking for school-enrolment in a new settlement as illustrated in Figure 5 may vary from year to year as
shown in Figure 6.
1 Nbel Lindsay. Institutional Arrangements for School building P E.B. 6, published July
-1975 Available from the Difectors of Information 0.i.C.D., rue Andr*Pascal, 75776
PARIS CEDEX 16, France
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Figure 5. The risk of a New Settlement: Population pyramid develop-.
ment.
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Settlegent School-planning Difficulties.

Aspects of Macroplanning

In the growth of a settlement, three periods may be
1. Planning for education
distinguished:
The wild period of first .settlirtg,
the consolidation period, and 4
the stabilized society.
'

It will be.advantageous to envisaggathe fully-develoPirciAstdblitz#11) society as early

as possible in its development process. This is true ,b6th kit, the nations (the
populations of the countries with limited resources) arid for tie specific parts of
the nations (the regions and the local settlements). It is also true for the schools of
the settlements. The risk of the wild settlement development as 'regards education
planning and school building was shown on Pages 20 and 21.

1

Most settlements tend to remain for a long time when.they have once been

built2. Modern planning and construction philosophy3 accept this for the

c

macro-structural elements of a new settlement, but not for the micro-structural
units;whict should be flexible within the rigid macro-structural framework. This
philosophy is valid for schools too.
Schools may be built during the turmoil of the wild period of first settling,
and a school site may remain a school site as long as the settlement remains a
settlement. The main structure (the macrostructural elements) of *e school
building may be too expensive to reconstruct, so it may have'to remain unchanged
in the long-term development process. But the functioning of the school building
the edtkational activities and perhaps other, activities too
may change
radically and frequently. So the micro-structural elements, such as partition walls

and fixed furniture, should be planned 'and 'produced for easy removal, and
reassembly, and the totality of the macro-structure should be deSigned and
constructed with this kind of flexibility in mind.
However, because the siting of schools may not be easily changed when once
established,

it

is

essential that the basic need for schools in the future fully-

developed society be discussed while the school building programme is still on
paper.

Even if the fully-developed society maybe seemingly far off in time, some of
the long-term, consequences of todays happenings are evident. Such 'consequences

are, for instance, the future main characteristicii of the integrated structure of the
population as described in chapter.4 7-he'school and the Urban Development. By
adding to that knowledge. an assessment of educational needs and demands

(output. requirements), it is at least possible to try to fix a pattern of sites for
\primary- and secondary education as anticipated when the society has stabilized
and the number of children born annually tends to approach a constant level. This
pattern may include some basic assumptions concerning the relationship between
.academic and vocational output requirements on different levels. The character of

the settlement in view may even warrant at different times a guess on the
vocations asked for.

In fact, the broad-line school planning for the fully-developed society may be
lessodifficult than the planning of schools for the consolidation period. During
that period it may welt happen that the number of children of the same age grows

to several times the number to be Planned for in the fully-developed society
(figure 5).
It will not be possible to establish any definite rule for the planning and building
of schools to meet, during the consolidation period, the consequences of the wild
'period of the first settlement.

T o points, however, may bowor.th non g:
ttlement planning in an early stage m t try to counteract die disbalancing
of the age-group structure of the population i the new settlement;nd
2. People who settle must understand that
e number of children during the
ucation-planning4.
consolidation period cannot rule the long-term
If the economy permits a school building pr amme fully meeting the require
menu -for education also during the consolidation period, then of course the
schools built for many children may be only Partly neederlfor education when
the society has stabilized. In such a case, the flexibility of the school' building is
still more urgently required. The flexibility, then, will imply the change-over from
school activities to other activities in the same building.
There is another possibility too: Permanent school buildings may be built
1

It replanning can only be thought of it the settlement happens to be totally destroyed
nternational Uni
Of Architects; Seminar on Human Habitat. Bucharest, eitptember-0 t6ber 1971.
4 This,
in, is a str g point for fimily planning-, to achieve better adtcational possibilities
for eryone.
cation. after ell, it a key to development.
3

ep%
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"-on future stabilized population, and the cess
according to a programme ba
ools,
'children during the consolidatio period may be educated'in provisional
either in buildings to be used for altdifferent purpose in the future or in to porary

' buildings to be taken down when the population stabilizes. In extre e gases,
intermediary education philosophy rT have to be accepted also in ur an school
planning.

..

arming authorities prefer to use, they

But whatever method the school

should base their decisions on the threepr ged caldulation input:
Integrated statistics and forecasts,
educational output requirements, and
long-term economic feasibility assessments.
The final aim must be an ideal distribution o4 o time! educational facilities in the
fully-developed society.
11,

2. Planning for building Most of whathis to be t ought of when planning for
all towns start from vilthe individual buildings in rapidly-growing towns
fallLioler the heading of micro-planning. he consequences of the
lages!
forgotten.
macro-planning for micro-planners; however, should not
. The following chapter will show that the lack of locally-koduced suitable build-'
ing materials presents a major obstacle to urban developmeqt. This should remind

planners that their macro-planning must include the planning not only of what.
should be built where, but also how it should be built. This macro-planning
problem will be dealt within more detail later within the context of its r tionship of micro-planning (Chapter 5 The Supply problems).

\/7

Aspects of Micro-planning Farsighted broadline macro-planning s des
the' preceding Section is a good thing, but in connection with the progra
actual schools to be built as soon as possible it is necessary to know more exactly
what the requirements are. Planners may guess and assess what may happen in the

future, but in practice they must know precisely what to do when it has to be

'

.
Every client will have to consider his building project from three aspects: End
...
dgeting and Procedures decision-sequence and timing.
result,
T s three aspects are inierrelated,,of course, but they may be presented in
three different documents:
Programme of requirements.
Economic plan.
('
,
Plan of action.
done.

..)

1. Progieinme of Re irements It is a well-known fact that the risk of making
nc onally and economically is much bigger in design than in
fatal Distakes
tion, wrong' dimensioning, wrong communications,
rong si
cong,ruction.
\ wr g emphasis of the educ ion, wrong estimation of future needs, bad planning
of space utilization or wrong! applied flexibility requirements are all mistakes to
.
I be avoided in a welt-prepared ogrammf or requirements.
It not possible to go into all the aspects of the working out of a programme
of requi ments for a school wit ut knowing,m ? re about the specific purpose of,
the scho and the actual conditions under which i is being built.
Too any mistakes have been made, and ar still being made, by assuming

that there is 'A-Itandard solution to school building which card be applied in
principle anyiA-.e. There is no such universal standard solution, but methods of
making programmes of requirements may be standardized on the basis of local for
national) socio - economic development conditions-, while building methods may be
standardized on the basis of local (or national) supply possibilities.
Some of the factors to be observed in e socio-economic development for
in previous Sections, and so will not
which the school is built have been d*
be repeated Mer.

..
V

The supply possibilities which are fundamental for a cost-reducinwstandard-

ization of production methods have to be studied locally. The programme of
requirements must take -these supply possibilities into account, thereby promoting thedelopment of a domestic building materials industry (see further
under 3. Plan of Action, Chapter 4).
_
The programme of .requirirnents, then, must formulate the requirements based
on careful studies of the maximum usefulnes of the end result not only now,
to be produced within a framebut twenty, thirty, perhaps forty years ahead
. work of possibilities. These, of course are the immediate economic possibilities,
but they must alsb focus in the future development, not only the development of
the educational Gsli..t/ern' which, the school is serving, but alsb of the building

materiels industry/ind the construction industry. in which this/specific project
in the chain of new creations. The ICS has specialized in the
constitutes a li
developmeht
mind.

programmes. okreijuirements for schools with these aspects in

_

2. E Conorrfic Plan .In most developing countries five-year plans are stating in
mo ey terms what may be spent on,buildings in diffefent,sectors during the years

d. This may not be the best way of econo, (ic planning, bectuse teachers,
teaching aids and school buildings all belong to the same category of expenditures

ch together may bp considered as bapitar investment for. the futureAthe
velopment).
bviously the balance between investment

running costs in early development

s of developn;ent. Teachers' training,
cannot be the same as in the later_s
r-dveiopment, and cho/ building shoUlit be given hietast priority;
It ma*, indeed, be a mistake \to express school buildings only in money-terms,

Especially \rural primary schools may well be built by the'ruralpopulation usin'tj. '
traditional methods which may not invo e any ..(or very small) expenditures in ,
cash. The ethodsiif
earlier in Frart 1.

intermediary education' were discussed

The more complicated production procedure of modern buildingsrefers to the
especially secondary, in developing urban settlements,
production of schools
-where buildings have to be paid for in money and where Consequently the school
,

building authority has to fix a budget for each school. In such ^a budgeting
process, however, two points must be observed:

First The secondary school may 'not be a unit by itself. Modern'sociat philosophy tends to recommend the integration of schools withother.activities involving young people as well as adUlts, not only for further education (e.g.,
library, reading), but also for physical training and games, imp vement of skills,
etc.

and'
discuss
This meehi that programming and economic planning should
.
tter use of
eventually shared between different authorities, aiming not only a
the built-up environment, bu/ also at savings in the respective bu
Second It is bad economy to use all the money available f9r a

ilding to
cover direct expenditures for this school only. Authorities( acting-as clients for
buildings seem to have a tendency to overspend on individual projects to make
them as perfect as possible.

1

,

This is a shortsighted policy. Even if present school buildings suffer from budget
reduction, development requires that long-term investment, for instance in the
manufacturing of 'suitable standard components including related research and
industrial design\iare paid from actual building budgets. Some countries, therefore, base their ong-term building development ( stpecially research) on compulsory deductions from all actual building budgets. School build* authorities
may solve this budgetary problem either for themselves or in co-operation with
other building olients.
Once the limit of the budget for the individual school has been decided upon,
.-- the economic plan for the building should be established:This plan includes not
A
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OTHER. COST
(NOT,ELEMENTS)
the final cost to be allowed, but is divided into two separate documents:
Cos break-down and
cash flow chart.

The cost bteakdown should be made according to a standard method applicable
to all 4chool buildings for easy feference, easy comparison between different
schools, and easy cost control.
The standard method helps the planner not to forget an

hing while statistical
planrYer not to make
wrong assumptions. The ICS has specialized in standard cost break-dowh on the
SfB-system (authorized for international use by the CIB5 and.recommended for
schools by the OECP6 and by the ECA7 expert meetings8).

data will be available after a few years, what will help

i

o 5 CIB report No. 22, published by the International Council for Buildigig 'search, Studios
ands. 'eonand Documentation, Mena 700, Postbox 20704, Aottirdam, The
:
sultents to the the United Nattons.
*
,
p Sea foot-note No. 1.
7 United Nations Economic Commission fOr Africa, Box 3001,'Addls Ababa, Ethiopia.
.
8 Reports EICN. 14/416, E/CN.141460 and E/CN.141498.
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Figure 7. Standard Cost Break-down for Building Projects
(according to Sf8 basic table 1, CIB report No. 22).

Figute 7 illustrates the recomm nded standard cost break-darn for t*uilding
projects. This method of cost con ql- is widely used. The Irish NaitonarStanderd
may be taken as r examples. he siethod _may be extended fq include the
equipment. The 3fB-systern is sed also for.arranging project 'info matipn and
related, general information.

The-cash flow chart shout be based iry the timing schedule of`qh procedure
(compare Figute
and Olen worked out later into details tb be Inc uded in
Cliene%genetil cas

low chaft for *mem of debts. '

It May_ be n Ited tha clients' failures toepey -their debts promp ly may be a
cause

My

A

'price! for conpruCtibri to aev- countri s, Long-term,

planned dema , safeguarding a regular flow of
ction both i
ctories and
on sites, toge het with ,a related stable and conpv ous cash bow, s one of the'
1

9 National Standard Building Elements and DisigniCost` ontrol Produces. An Foras,For
bathe, St. Martin's House, Waterloo geed,

d.
4.`
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major promoters of, building rationalization and copsequently decreasing Casts. It
will be advantageous for any pernianent building client, therefor , to /plan his
for such continuity.

3._ Plan of Action

Practice and procedures are crucial factors)n the building

process.

of curreni procedures in the industrialized co ntries int9 similar
en tried,'but has
developing countries is not t suitable. it has
esulted in mall -number of copied projects and arCenorthous shortage of vital
h sing ..'d related community facilities includipg sdhools. The copied projects
t ly haevily on imports, which means that the domestic listing materials
industry 'does not deivelop because there is not enough demand r its output.
The complexitylof the construction industry presents di iculties which have
to be overcome. Maiy clients represent all kindsof bu ding requirements..---

A direct copyi
procedures

residential buildings, non-residential buildings' (among which we the schools), and

other construction works. The building of ail these required units ha lo be
co-ordinated.
Planning 'offices prep

Yational, regional ,and local plans for co-ord. ated-loca-

don of the units, bu

ere may be little or no orgarti

,

ation of the

/different parts of the machinery produ6ing the units.
The traditional procedures in industrialized co)Jntries are mostly based on a

the leVel market:
First The client consults the architect and related specialist engineers to
decide exactly what his building`is going to be Jike and What rnaterials,are to be
the design level.
Second In some countries by the intermediary of a specialist (English.Q.S. =

used

Quantity Surveyor) a contract (or a set' of contracts) is signed with the contractors) who construct(s) the building the construction level.
Third' There as a well-stabilized market for the supply of the resources needed
1 --for the construetion: financing; skilled labour, adequate plant, factories makiig
the
resit-Or-cgs-7 and an adequate trade and transport system for their delivery
.
supply level,

market originally grew as a separate national (eNten
The building meters
regional or local) ,market-in each country. No country, so far, has been able to
develop a sufficient Construction industry without the support of a .national
building materials industry, based on indigenous raw nfaterial supply.
en
SOK-6bl building is an important part of the purely domestic .activities,
ich
planning anctbuilding the individual school, the clienirriUst use a procedur
seould
if usechat all
safeguards the supply of the resources needed.,1mports
be carefully selected for improvement of domestic resource produ on, not for ,
__,
direct consumption irrindividual buildings.
This is one of the reasons why practice °and prOcedure in school building. in
industrialized countries cannot be directly copied for school bitliding in developing countries. The 'architedt (design generally) cannot rePy on a stabilized market
of resource supply. He must first find the method of supply and .then design the
'
school accordingly.
Figure 8 illustrates the totality which should'be recognized in the client's plan , *
Of action. The client should analyse his needs and desires in the light Of his own
-

.

.

,

'

'

financial-capacities and the .suPply possibilities °VIM existing market. His pro -'
gramme of requirements and" his economic, plan are translated into the desighby
*result .the building'
ich the_floWStmatepials from the natural resources to
-Os initiated and controlled. Basically, this pats rn applies to all stages.
in teeth
of de lopment. Noneof its constituents should de neglect . .
more comprehensive ,-,'.
The design function- in l'' develdping country is m
than in industrialized countries. Design regulates the low a4 materials 'from
natural resources to the end'result of construction, th built environment. The
. ,
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main bottle-neck hampering the development of an

lent construction industry
industry. Design must aim at 5

is to be looked .for in the domestic Material
,developing that induitry for sdfficient building capacity to meet alt roe& -

-

residential buildings, non-resisiential buildings (among which are, the schoOls), and
other construction works.
Financial restrictions are related to the export-import business, not to the use of

indigenous raw materials by indigenous production. *methods in a self-Nliant
society (as long as 'there is no labour shortage).
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Figure 8. Building and its implications.
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From a procedural point of view; the need to strengthen the building Material's'

lq

.11

,

indOstry may imply that the supply of materials and components according to
drawings and specifications should be separated from construction' contracts.
Materials and components (some of them, at least) .may have to be ordered
directly from factories and workshops some years before they Will be needed in
the construction process.. The preparation period, thus, may be considerably
longer-than usually needed in the industrialized procedure model.

Another reason for expecting a long preparaticin time (before starting constrktion) is presented by the land preparation procedures.'These are of two
kinds:
Land acquisition (incltmling town planning procedures), and

- infrastructural supply (roads, water, electricity, etc.).

.
.

'

The client should not rely op other authorities that these necessities will come
autdmatically. Experience shows that they ate heavily time - consuming and may
cause considerable but firstly unexpected - delay if not property dean with by
the client and his advisers well in advance.
As a general rule, it maybe advisable to ex

even a medium-siie secondary ,

school to be opened not earliel- than three years fter its buildiog was decided
upon {Figure 9).
.
-
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5. School building in the modern sector

So far consideration has been given to the planning qj the schoolsfrom two
aspects,,the'macrolaspect and the Micro:aspect, Sit-nilarly, there is a terci-- pronged

approach to the production 'of schools: the production of the things needed
which may be bought oh the market and the actual construction chat is, the use

of these things on the building site (Figure 8). The construction part of the
production will now receive first attention here, after which the supply of
materials, tools and plant will be dealt ith, realizing that the planning and
production of schools presents a problem-

Legation.

Constructipn There is no big different- between school construction and the
construction of other buildings.. A Complex set of spec ist teams the gangs of
workers
with their specialist tools are organized as effi Wily, as possible to
assemb14 hundreds of different items
the building comities
into a
building. Building construction is basically a logistics problem. Transport timing
and transport plant are gssential factors for construction.

Five constituents are usually considered for the -choice of construction
method:
p
Finance, the flow of money,
.Management, mainly logistics skill,
Plant, mainly transport equipment,
Labour, skills, and
- Commodities, see further chapter 5 The supply problems.

The basic difference between labour - intensive production methods d capital-,
"intensive production methods is well-known.,
As long as there are vast under-employment problems in a country, the labourintensive methods have to prevail.
Modern development however, implies replac:ement of musclework, based on
food for fuel, by motor-work based on waterpower or oil nuclear energy, etc. for
fuel. food for fuel may cost 50 cents per kilowatt
r of work, whereas the
price of electricity may be 10 cents and the priae df oil
Is for the same work.
On the other hand, the capital to be invested in motoriz
may be a few
hundred dollars-per kilowatt, implying another 5 or 10,cents r kilowatt hour of
wiork, roughly -speaking. Thus mechanizatioo (motorization) is
idered economically defendable even in early development. It should be noted, however, that
this kind of reasoning. clods not apply in a country where thousands of men are
unemployed (and have to eat anyhow) whereas the machines and Mostly also the
fuel have to be imported Old paid by export earnings.

The mechanization of the Construction industry may
parallel to the
development of prefabrication methods, but the actual use of prefabrication
methods is based on an entirely different reasoning.

Pre-development constructors work sVith raw materials to be shaped and/
assembled on site. Modem building transfers the shaping of the units to workshops

and factories. (off site) and reduces Work on: site to the assembling of the
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prefabricated-units. Prefabrication methods may be labour-intensive too. Mechan-

isation and prefabrication are interdependent only as far as the sizes of the
prefabricated units are concerned, Big units must be mechanically handled;

smaller Units_may _be bandled-inanualley-to-prefabricati on is precise
measuring and careful handling.

It is well-known that both" these conditions require special training and special
methods and tools for precise measurement. Such training, however, is entirely
different from the traditional training into skills. It is, more a change of the
workman's mentality than' a specialization in the use of his tools (which traditionally meant shaping of units in direct relation to their assembly on site).
The demand for prefabrication is intimately related to the. requirement of
flexibility in biiilding. Flexibility implies the requirement that partition walls and
fixed furniture must be assembled in such away that they eon be easily moved.
Thetaking down and re-assembling elsewhere of building elements necessitate
exact measures according to a system of-dimensional co-ordination. Dimensional
,,'''.'
tolerances must be carefully studied and adhered/to. ,
Workshop production methods can easily satisfif the requillements, but traditional
site-working methods are not suitable for such precision. , 14A
,

rise on the' level of construction
tnanagement. ConstruCtors and foremen tra ed in traditional building methods
and acting to the requirements of
find it difficult to re-adjust their think'
prefabrication methods., There is also the difficulty of integrated co-operation.
Prefabrication invblves design, workshopa, transport and site assembly. It is
obvious, furthermore, that school building alone cannot change the outdated
building tradition. The integration asked or is not only vertical (the production
line), but alio horizontal (over a wide fi d of different building projects, Figure

The most 'difficult problem seems to

,-

11).

,

i

.

It may be advantageous to Use a standard Method of arranging information
related to building materials supply, construction activities and resulting building

elements in order to facilitate comrrualication and co-operation between all
a classification,sisiem for.building
parties involved. The need for such a method
has long been felt. Based on Scandinavian experience, the
production ,generally
SfB-system was created 25 year's ago and recently put under intenational control

It is now widely used and recommended for building project information and
.

i
,
,
related general information10.
The integrated approach is indispe-rybable. Design teams h le to co-operate
with producers of building components, and these producers must base their
.

production on indigenous raw materials in order to prevent
imports. The design must be much more of an industrial design,

bottle-neck of
a clear vision

of what is needed - not only now but also in the future and Iclear
!clear knowledge
of the domestic resources and the prockiction and construction
an Integration cannot come about spontaneously by market f
planned and guided centrally. The-/Govemment (and its rel
co-operation with the architects and engineers association a
dustnes, should organize the integrated research, planning and
tion needed.:
The end result to be aimed at shothc1 be a continuous nati
and construction flow which produces enough houses, enough
of other buildings and construction works for the developing na
from indigenous natural resources.
This result may not be'sp difficult to achieve as it may sou

types of componetits needed is limited. The basic materials
which must be supplied are, in fact, relatively few. They
produced fqr different levels, of construction sophistication:

10 See footho% Chapter 4 The cost freak doom leschoh Macro-08nm
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Figure 10.':The Production of Schools as Part of a Development Plan
for Construction.
methods, melt building, enterprises or larger construction firms. The crucial point

is that th demand has to be created. No demand will be visible. until the
1

components re in the markrt, and no components will be produced if there is no
mend can ainly be created by the joint efforts of ctienti, finan
demandl The
reover, thiGovernment (If the nation must be interested in
ciers and desi
elopment, especially the school builders and the
promoting
promoters.

In the first instance, it is not a question of changing the methods of building
only to safeguard a rational supply for increasing the capacity of the construction
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The change-over from traditional inexact building methods to more
precise methods of workshop prefabrication and site assembly implies a long-term
socio-economic development. It is not necessarily linked to heavy capital investment; it may well be managed within the framework of a labour-intensive industrialization policy, but it needs conscious development planning.

In the meantime, However, before the prefabrication system an be imand that may take decades , traditional building methods have to

'plemented

be accepted. In this interim period it is essential not to make such investments in
school-building whidh later have to be regretted. Construction methods may be
radUally improved; the ICS is prepared to advise on such improvements based on
prevailing local conditions.

In early development both the supply of plant and tools
The Supply Proble
f building materials have a tendency arm bottlenecks in the
and the suppl
uction process:,
buildin
This may often be caused-byimport restrictions, but even countries with money
enough from exports may not be able to develop their building materials supply as
fast as wanted. School building in this context is part of the entire building sector
of the nation's economy and cannot be treated septrately.

As pointed out earlier it should not be expected that national building
materials industries will grow spontaneously tbsupply the\ materials required for
the impleMentation of a development plan for construction, part of the nation's
socio-econ4mic development plan.
BUilding materials industries must be ',Fenn and built in close contact with
settlements planning. Obviously neither schools or any 4%ther' buildings can be
built without proper materials supply, and most the basic building materials are
too heavy to Cow for Fong transports.

tt for investment in basic industries (such as Wilding materials industries) sho Id be given priority as cornpared to imports for consumption (including compon is for construction). In a
spontaneously worlutig desing.a/ construction system it is not to be expected
that architects would specify non-existent national componentt if they can choose

futifienorg, ill most developing countries im

ti

from catalogues showing perfect elements for import.
The hope that my project will be lucky enough to find the materials specified
even tf they'hayeto be Imported is tempting enough. There is, however, an
s
unfair gamble involved in this reasoning which can only be overcome by con
uilding
governmental promotion of the proper development of local (or natio
materials industries. This promotion must. go hand-in-hand wi4h design efforts to
include nationally-produced commodities in building specifications. There must
be a direct linkage of building design to the production of building materials and
nts. If this linkage is rightly managed, there may be a short-cut to the
com

elopment of the systematic prefabrication method asked for. The ICS is
prepared to advise oil Ihe methodology envisaged. The school building programme

of the nation may presTnt the best model for such an integrated approach to
building development,
It should be mentioned that the investment in plant off site as well as on site

for building construction .is part of an integrated building programme. The
,.

.

production line from natural resources to_finisbectbuildingt should be considered
as a chain (or network) of activities where investment in any one link depends in

investment; in the others fora maximum efficiency of the whole production
sequence, including transport and trade efficiency.

The right balance between imports for the different stages of production in

the whole process may have to be studied and the final outputs to be
considered both quantitatively and qualitatively not only in re's n to requirements, but also in relgtion to the resources (Figure 111.
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6. Institutional arrangements 1 1

The educational systems of a country has been characterized as the fundament of
- development. School buildings represent the ,focal points of eddcation and there.
fore in one way - also the focal points of development. More and more, schools

are considerd to becUltdral centres. They are no longer planned as isolated
educational institutes for children and youngsters of different ages. They may
gradually develop into cultural development centres and meeting-points for all
ages and even be related to centres for shopping and relaxing; in other word's,
parts of the centres for social being combined with individual human development.

--On the other hand, of course, each school must have its own clear goal of
ecldration and training. It must be known who is going to be trained, also why and
how (Part 1, Page 6).
In former times there were Ministries of Education and related loCal school
tk authorities ruling the schools, both their building and their running. They did not
cask anybody for cooperation. They felt-it their duty to rule the Curricula for the

41h,

ro

children, to see that they liarned what they were supposed to know. Whey put
them in classes of 30 under the command of one teacher for*ach class. Know.
ledge was divided into precise subjects and days were divided into precise hours
each hour one subject, one teacher -, always in the same class, in the soma t
place, with the same class-mites. A manageable routine for thdadministrition , but t
not an ideal one, by any means.
But thls4 no longe,the case. The trends of deliberation in n-educatioR nd the

1;

trends of integration of ichools into the social activities generally of the
of the society, is breaki4-down the Walls between the authorities of the administ
tration, both locally and centrally.
Parents oCime into the scAools and discuss problems with the teachers.

Children of different ages ofay work together or alone or come together in
hundreds for a film show or a lecture. Vocational training is mixed with prepay
atory studies for higher profesions. The comprehensive secondary schoassis
largely replacing the high schools and polytechnics and commercial schools.

These trends will undoubtedly gradually influence the total organization of -%
governmental organization., both locally and centrally. Cultural centres with
integrated schools cannot be planned or built or run by School authorities along.
Financing alone raises n4Wproblems.

In the countries where those hen.- have reached furthest, public participation
in the Thanagemerit of thecentres - m to be dominant, although the centres may
forhully be organized as foundati ssupported by tax money .Civil seqants may
act more as advising members to th Board than rulers of the development.

of integration of schools in cultural centres.
In early development this ki
may not be feasible in cities whe - the general education has not yet reached

level needed and Uere traditinal solidarity cannot be-relied up)oli.'-qu in
11 Fiesa`dp. is made *the rel

",

OECD Report; see footnote no. 1. Here only scene

specific aspects of the lfieed for ntegration and public participation are added.
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settlements with a tradition of municipal solidarity and public participation the,
decentralization trend now regaining its validity in highly-developed societies may
be the solution. This may mean development at a speed set by the desires of the
Peoples.

The development will be their own, not the invention of some one else imposed
upon the

opment, then, must not be accelerated in the direction which was

D

rally planned by foreign advisers, but it must grow organically. .from the ethnic
roots of the people.
In this context thAntermediary school described in Part 1 may be the base for a
better future school 'system rather than a provisional arrengemqnt.

The modern education may not be the best one after all; not even in the
fully-developed society.

The problems of building in early development have been analysed in the
previous Chapters. It was pointed out that school building depends on the supply
that the manufacturing of suitable compossibilities of building materials a
indigenous raw aterials presents a key problem. This problem
ponents fr
builders alone. It demandsintegrated efforts and
solved by scho
cann
fat-reaching institution co-operation, both in Government and private practice.
co-ordinating institutes may have to be created or develResearch and plant
oped within th pr grit institutional framework.
Again there s no standard solution to the problem, but the ICS is prepared to
share its kno ledge and experience. The solutions to the institutional problems
"can only be'found on the basis of locally (or nationally) prevailing conditions. In
his case/the conditions do not depend so much on economic factors or sociological phenomena but more on the human beings themselves.

)
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The contemns of this publication may. be copied, provided the sourcl be given
clearly and accurately.
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